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Abstract
This paper proposes a logical framework to capture the norm
change power and the limitations of the judicial system in re-
vising the set of constitutive rules defining the concepts on
which the applicability of norms is based. In particular, we
reconstruct the legal arguments leading to an extensive or re-
strictive interpretation of norms.

1. Introduction and Motivation
An important research issue in AI is to design computer sys-
tems whose performance is constrained by suitable sets of
legal norms: in this sense, norms establish what legality cri-
teria should apply to their functioning (van der Torre, Boella,
& Verhagen 2008). However, the general idea of regulating
computer systems can be modelled in different ways. As,
e.g., (Boella & van der Torre 2004) pointed out in the field
of normative MAS, norms may work either as hard or soft
constraints. In the first case, computer systems are designed
in such a way as to avoid legal violations. In the second case,
norms rather provide standards which can be violated, even
though any violations should result in sanctions or other nor-
mative effects applying to non-compliant systems. In both
perspectives, it is of paramount importance to develop mech-
anisms to enforcing and detecting norm compliance.

However, most logical models of legal reasoning often as-
sume that norms give a complete description of their ap-
plicability conditions (see (Sartor 2005)). This view af-
fects the concepts of compliance and violation. Indeed, if
we assume that norms have a conditional structure such as
a1, . . . ,an ⇒ Ob (if a1, . . . ,an hold, then b is obligatory),
we are compliant with respect to this norm if b is obtained
whenever we derive a1, . . . ,an. However, the assumption
that norms give complete description of their applicability
conditions is too strong, due to the complexities and dynam-
ics of the world. Norms cannot take into account all the
possible conditions where they should or should not be ap-
plied, first of all because the legislator cannot consider all the
possible contexts which are exceptional and he cannot fore-
see unexpected changes of the world (Hart 1958). Norma-
tive systems regulating real societies have two mechanisms
to cope with this problem. First they distinguish regulative
rules from constitutive rules. While the former, which are
changed only by the legislative system, specify the ideal be-
haviour, the latter ones provide an ontology of institutional

concepts to which the conditions of regulative rules refer to.
Second, the judicial system is empowered to change the con-
stitutive norms, under some restrictions not to go beyond the
purpose from which the regulative rules stem. This combi-
nation of rules and norm change allows the legislator to dis-
entangle the specification of a behaviour from the specific
contexts of applicability. In this paper, we outline a logical
framework which is able to capture the norm change power
and at the same time the limitations of the judicial system
in revising the set of constitutive rules defining the concepts
on which the applicability of such a rule is based. Indeed,
the distinction between regulative and constitutive rules (on-
tology vs norms) suggests that legal interpretation does not
amount to revising norms, but to revising constitutive rules
(Sartor 2006).

While the distinction between constitutive and regulative
rules has been already introduced in fields such as MAS, the
interpretation process has been only addressed in the field of
AI and law but only as far as it concerns case based reason-
ing for common law (Bench-Capon 2002). Also the relation
between constitutive norms and contexts has been consid-
ered (Grossi, Meyer, & Dignum 2008).

What is still lacking is a logical model of the interpreta-
tion mechanism which leads to dynamically revising consti-
tutive norms to make the normative system flexible in han-
dling concepts such those of violation and compliance. This
issue breaks down into the following subquestions: How to
model the meaning of an institutional concept? How to de-
cide which constitutive norms to introduce to either shrink
or extend the extension of the institutional concept? How to
reason about the interaction between norms and goals?

Our methodology adopts an extension of Defeasible
Logic (DL) (Governatori & Rotolo 2008a), which allows us
to address these research issues.

2. Legal Rules and Legal Concepts
Checking legal compliance requires to establish if a legal
rule r is violated by a fact or action f that happened under
some circumstances c. Let us assume that r states that ¬ f
ought to be the case. However, f is not necessarily a viola-
tion, because we also have to check whether c matches with
the applicability conditions App of r (i.e., c implies App).
In easy cases, this match and f directly amount to a viola-
tion. However, jurists argue that we have cases where this



does not hold, as for example when there is a discrepancy
between the literal meaning of r and its goal assigned by the
legislator. If so, even though c matches with App, we do not
have a violation because c should not match with App. A
non-literal, goal-based interpretation of App would exclude
c as a circumstance falling within the scope of r: lex magis
dixit quam voluit, the law says more than what the legisla-
tor was meaning to say. Analogously, not all cases in which
c mismatches with App are not violations. We could have
that lex minus dixit quam voluit, the law says less than what
the legislator was meaning to say: here a non-literal, goal-
based interpretation of r would lead to broaden its applica-
bility scope (Peczenik 1989).

To formally capture these scenarios we need to devise
a reasoning framework consisting of the following compo-
nents: a mechanism for reasoning about (i) legal concepts,
(ii) legal rules, and (iii) the goal of legal rules.

The general idea behind this framework is that legal rules
state what is obligatory and prohibited for the agents. In
other words, they provide normative constraints for agent
behaviour and we assume that no agent can change them
(agents are not legislators). Legal concepts constitute the
content of legal rules; in particular, they qualify their ap-
plicability conditions. Finally, as usually assumed in legal
theory (Sartor 2005; Peczenik 1989), we assign goals to le-
gal rules. In the social delegation cycle (Boella & van der
Torre 2007) norms are planned starting from goals shared
by the community of agents. However, such goals play also
another role: they pose the limits within which the interpre-
tation process of the judicial systems must stay when inter-
preting norms. We have two cases. First, a legal rule can be
applied in a given situation, but if the norm were respected
in that situation, the goal of the norm would be endangered
by this. Second, a legal rule cannot be applied in a concrete
case, but this situation leads to undermining the goal which
such a rule is supposed to promote.

In both cases, an interpretation of the applicability of a
norm by the judicial system is limited by the goal the leg-
islator was aiming to when he devised the norm. Note that
the goal alone would not be sufficient, since there could be
many ways to achieve that goal. Thus, the norm works like
a partial plan the legislator set up in advance. The judicial
system is left with the task of dynamically adapt the appli-
cability of the norm by revising the constitutive norms, in
order to fulfil the goal of the norm also under unforeseen
circumstances.

In this paper we adopt the view that legal concepts are
built via constitutive rules having the so-called counts-as
form (Searle 1995). For example, a common legal definition
of holographic wills requires that they have been entirely
handwritten and signed by the testator:

r1 : HandWritten Will(x),Signed Testator(x)⇒c
⇒c Holographic Will(x)

This counts-as rule, if instantiated by any individual a, says
that a counts as a holographic will if a has been entirely
handwritten and signed by the testator.

Here, we will deal with such a type of constitutive rules
following the approach described in (Governatori & Rotolo

2008b), where it is convincingly argued that an effective way
to capture the basic properties of the counts-as link is to re-
frame it in terms of standard DL.

The set of legal rules (i.e., regulative rules) is kept to be
fixed: any interpreter can argue about their applicability con-
ditions but cannot either add new rules nor cancel them.

Legal rules will have the following form:

r2 : Vehicle(x),Park(y)⇒O ¬Enter(x,y)

This rule reads as follows: if x is a vehicle and y is a park,
then it is forbidden for any x to enter y.

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that legal rules
only impose duties and prohibitions, and state permissions:
they are captured within a suitable extension of standard DL
(Governatori & Rotolo 2008a).

Finally, we define a set Goal of goals and a function G
which maps legal rules into elements of Goal. For example,
if G (r2) = road safety, this means that the goal of the rule
prohibiting to enter into parks is to promote road safety1.
The idea is quite standard in legal theory (Sartor 2006;
Peczenik 1989; Sartor 2005) and has been already inves-
tigated in AI&Law, even though most works were mainly
devoted to case-based reasoning and modeling case-law
(Bench-Capon 2002). A similar idea has been recently pro-
posed in the field of normative MAS by (Boella & van der
Torre 2007), where it has been argued that norms derive
from goals. In general, note that, for simplicity, goals are
considered here as directly specified by the legal rules them-
selves, even though it is sometimes a hard task to determine
what goals are supposed to be promoted by rules, a task
which is usually accomplished by judges by developing suit-
able arguments during the trial.

3. Interpreting Legal Rules
Suppose Mary enters a park with her bike, thus apparently
violating rule r2 above about vehicles’ circulation. Police
stops her when she is still on her bike in the park and fines
her. Mary thinks this is unreasonable and sues the munic-
ipality because she thinks that here the category “vehicle”
should not cover bikes.

To establish if Mary violated r2, we have two alternatives.
The first is that the conceptual domain of the normative sys-
tem, corresponding to a set of constitutive rules, allows for
deriving that any bike b is indeed a vehicle:

T ={r3 : 2 wheels(x),Transport(x)⇒c Bike(x),
r4 : Bike(x)⇒c Vehicle(x)}

Alternatively, the conceptual domain could exclude that
bikes are vehicles:

T ′ ={r3 : 2 wheels(x),Transport(x)⇒c Bike(x),
r5 : Bike(x)⇒c ¬Vehicle(x),
r6 : Transport(x) ;c Vehicle(x)}

�={r5 � r6}

1Hereafter, we will use bold type expressions to denote goals.



As usual in DL (Antoniou et al. 2001), our language in-
cludes (1) a superiority relation � that establishes the rela-
tive strength of rules and is used to solve conflicts, (2) spe-
cial rules marked with ;, called defeaters, which are not
meant to derive conclusions, but to provide reasons against
the opposite. Indeed, T ′ also includes r6, which states that,
if we know that some x has purpose of transport, then we
have reasons to block other rules which would lead to ex-
clude that x is a vehicle. However, in T ′ r6 is made weaker
than r5 via the superiority relation �, and so, if x is a bike,
we conclude that x is not a vehicle.

Now, suppose the judge has to settle Mary’s case. Here,
the goal of legal rules such as r2 may be decisive.

Indeed, if T is the case, the judge could argue that Mary
should be fined, as r2 clearly applies to her. But suppose
that we can show that, if Mary’s case fulfils the applicabil-
ity conditions of r2 (Mary’s bike is a vehicle) then we should
promote a goal which is incompatible with the goal assigned
to r2. For instance, if G (r2) = ¬pollution, prohibiting to
circulate with bikes in parks would encourage people to get
around parks by car and then walk. Hence, if we assume
r2 is fulfilled, this would be against the goal of r2 and so
the judge has good reasons to exclude that bikes are vehicles
when r2 should be applied. Accordingly, when arguing in
this way, the judge may interpret r2 by reducing its applica-
bility conditions as far as Mary’s case is concerned, and so
by contracting T in order to obtain in T that Mary’s bike is
not a vehicle.

Suppose now that T ′ is the case. Here, the judge could
argue that Mary should not be fined, as r2 clearly does not
apply. But suppose that, if r2 is not fulfilled, this would
be against the goal of r2, which is now pedestrian safety.
In this case, the judge has rather good reasons to consider
bikes as vehicles when r2 is concerned. Hence, the judge
may interpret r2 by broadening its applicability conditions
as far as Mary’s case is concerned, and so by revising T ′ in
such a way as Mary’s bike is a vehicle.

In general, we should note that such types of revisions
have to satisfy some requirements (let’s still bear in mind
the case of Mary’s bike):

1. there is no other g′ ∈ Goal such that

• the revision of T (or of T ′) promotes r2’s goal g which
is incompatible, in the application context of r2, with
respect to the goal g′ of another applicable rule r3, and

• G (r2) 6> G (r3) (G (r2) is not more important than
G (r3));

2. our set of constitutive rules should suggest us that the
concept of Bike can be subsumed under the concept of
Vehicle.

Point 1 above states that, if by contracting or revising the
concept of Bike, we undermine at least one equally or more
important goal, which is supposed to be promoted by an-
other applicable rule, then such a contraction or revision is
not acceptable. This limit is well-known by lawyers and le-
gal theorists (Sartor 2005; Peczenik 1989), who often argue
that any legal interpretation should be coherent within the
legal system as a whole.

Point 2 above is rather connected with the fact that the set
of constitutive rules should inherently provide some concep-
tual limits for any interpretation. Indeed, suppose that Mary
enters the park with a gun. We could have reasons for ar-
guing that entering with a gun is dangerous for all people
in the park, and so for pedestrians too. However, this is not
enough, of course, for arguing that guns are vehicle. In other
words, if we do not have any other legal rules prohibiting
to enter parks with guns, this behaviour will be permitted.
Hence, point 2 has to do with Hart’s (Hart 1958) theory of
penumbra: we have a core of cases which can be clearly
classified as belonging to the legal concept and a penumbra
of hard cases, whole membership in the concept can be dis-
puted; but hard cases should exhibit some conceptual link
with the core of cases. This idea is formally captured here
by confining the revision of the set of constitutive rules only
to those situations where such a set, though failing to prove
that a bike is a vehicle, already contains reasoning chains
suggesting that this may be the case. For example, if we
have

r3 : 2 wheels(x),Transport(x)⇒c Bike(x)
r7 : Bike(x) ;c Vehicle(x)

r7 states that, if we know that some x is a bike, this is not
sufficient to prove that x is a vehicle (r7 is a defeater), but
it is sufficient to block other rules which would lead to ex-
clude that x is a vehicle. This means that, possibly, if x is
a bike, then it could not be unreasonable to consider x as
a vehicle (for a similar reading of defeaters in terms of 3,
but applied to the concept of permission, see (Governatori
& Rotolo 2008a)). Hence, the revision would require, for
example, that r7 is replaced by

r′7 : Bike(x)⇒c Vehicle(x)

The framework we have informally depicted above sug-
gests that we also need a logical component to reason about
rule goals. Such a component should enable us to check
whether some situations promote rule goals or their nega-
tions. For our purpose it is sufficient to introduce a suitable
set of rules for goals (Governatori & Rotolo 2008b) which
should be used to establish what are the effects of situa-
tions where legal rules are violated or complied with, and,
in doing so, to see whether they are consistent with the rule
goals. In other words, we have to devise a set of rules like
d1, . . . ,dn ⇒G e: if applicable in a given context D, this rule
allows for deriving G e, meaning that e is a goal promoted
by D. Consider once again rule r2; suppose that its goal is
pedestrian safety and that Mary’s case is described by the
following set H of facts:

H ={Bike(b), Park(p), Enter(b,p)
NarrowSpace(p), UnprotectedChildrenArea(p)}

H states that Mary enters the park p with her bike b. The
park has narrow spaces for walking and there are unpro-
tected children’s play areas. This set assumes that r2 is vio-
lated, at least in the hypothetical perspective in which Mary
could not enter.



Suppose now that rules for goals correspond to the fol-
lowing set:

RG ={r8 : Bike(x),Park(y),Enter(x,y)⇒G fast circulation
r9 : NarrowSpace(x),UnprotectedChildrenArea(x),

G fast circulation⇒G ¬pedestrian safety}
Rule r8 states that entering parks with bikes promotes the
fast circulation of people in those parks; rule r9 says that, if
fast circulation is promoted and parks have narrow spaces
and unprotected children’s play areas, then the promoted
goal is the negation of pedestrians safety. If so, if Mary’s
bike is allowed to enter, then we would promote a goal which
is incompatible with the goal of r2.

4. The Logical Framework
The following framework is an extension of DL; such an ex-
tension is line with works such as (Governatori & Rotolo
2008a; 2008b). In particular, on account of the informal
presentation given in the previous section, while counts-as
rules do not prove modalised literals, the system develops
a constructive account of those modalities that rather cor-
respond to obligations and goals: rules for these concepts
are thus meant to devise suitable logical conditions for in-
troducing modalities For example, while a counts-as rule
such as a1, . . . ,an ⇒c b, if applicable, will basically sup-
port the conclusion of b, rules such as a1, . . . ,an ⇒O b and
d1, . . . ,dn ⇒G e if applicable, will allow for deriving O b and
G e, meaning the former that b is obligatory, the latter that
e is a goal promoted by the facts used to derive it (as previ-
ously explained).

Note that the framework is restricted to essentially propo-
sitional DL. Indeed, rules with free variables are interpreted
as rule schemas, that is, as the set of all ground instances;
in such cases we assume that the Herbrand universe is fi-
nite. This assumption is harmless in this context, as the rule
applicability domains at hand always refer to finite set of
individuals.

In our language, for X ∈ {c,O,G}, we have that
φ1, . . . ,φn →X ψ is a strict rule such that whenever the
premises φ1, . . . ,φn are indisputable so is the conclusion ψ .
φ1, . . . ,φn ⇒X ψ is a defeasible rule that can be defeated by
contrary evidence. A rule φ1, . . . ,φn ;X ψ is a defeater that
is used to defeat some defeasible rules by supporting evi-
dence to the contrary.
Definition 1 (Language) Let PROP be a set of proposi-
tional atoms, Goal be a set of goal atoms, MOD = {c,O,G},
and Lbl be a set of labels. The sets below are the smallest
sets closed under the following rules:
Literals and goals

Lit = PROP∪{¬p|p ∈ PROP}
GoalLit = Goal∪{¬g|g ∈ Goal}

If q is a literal or a goal, ∼q denotes the complementary
literal or goal (if q is a positive literal or goal p then ∼q
is ¬p; and if q is ¬p, then ∼q is p);

Modal literals and modal goals
ModLit = {Xl,¬Xl|l ∈ Lit,X = O}
ModGoal = {Gg,¬Gg|g ∈ GoalLit};

Rules Rul = Ruls ∪ Ruld ∪ Ruldft, where X ∈ {c,O} and
Ruls = RulXs ∪RulGs , Ruld = RulXd ∪RulGd , and Ruldft =
RulXdft∪RulGdft such that

RulXs = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn →X ψ|r ∈ Lbl,A(r)⊆ Lit,ψ ∈ Lit}
RulGs = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn →G ψ|

r ∈ Lbl,A(r)⊆ Lit∪ModLit∪ModGoal,ψ ∈ GoalLit}
RulXd = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn ⇒X ψ|r ∈ Lbl,A(r)⊆ Lit,ψ ∈ Lit}
RulGd = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn ⇒G ψ|

r ∈ Lbl,A(r)⊆ Lit∪ModLit∪ModGoal,ψ ∈ GoalLit}
RulXdft = {r : φ ;X ψ|r ∈ Lbl,A(r)⊆ Lit,ψ ∈ Lit}
RulGdft = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn ;G ψ|

r ∈ Lbl,A(r)⊆ Lit∪ModLit∪ModGoal,ψ ∈ GoalLit}

We use some obvious abbreviations, such as superscript
for the rule mode (c,G,O), subscript for type of rule, and
Rul[φ ] for rules whose consequent is φ , for example:

Rulc = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn ↪→c ψ| ↪→∈ {→,⇒,;}}
Rulsd = {r : φ1, . . . ,φn ↪→X ψ|X ∈MOD, ↪→∈ {→,⇒}}
Ruls[ψ] = {φ1, . . . ,φn →X ψ|X ∈MOD}

We use A(r) to denote the set {φ1, . . . ,φn} of antecedents
of the rule r, and C(r) to denote the consequent ψ of the
rule r.

Let us now introduce the notion of normative theory,
which is the knowledge base used to reason about the ap-
plicability of legal rules.

Definition 2 (Normative Theory) A normative theory is a
structure

D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>)

where

• F ⊆ Lit∪ModLit∪ModGoal is a finite set of facts;
• G⊆ GoalLit is a set of rule goals,
• Rc ⊆ Rulc is a finite set of counts-as rules,
• RO ⊆ RulO is a finite set of obligation rules,
• RG ⊆ RulG is a finite set of goal rules,
• � is an acyclic superiority relation defined over Rc×Rc∪

RO×RO∪RG×RG,
• G : RO 7→G is a function assigning a goal to each obliga-

tion rule,
• > is a partial order over G defining the relative impor-

tance of the rule goals.

Proofs are sequences of literals and modal literals to-
gether with so-called proof tags +∆, −∆, +∂ and −∂ . If
X ∈ {c,O,G}, given a normative theory D, +∆X q means
that literal q is provable in D using only facts and strict rules
for X , −∆X q means that it has been proved in D that q is not
definitely provable in D, +∂ X q means that q is defeasibly
provable in D, and −∂ X q means that it has been proved in D
that q is not defeasibly provable in D.

Definition 3 Given a normative theory D, a proof in D is
a linear derivation, i.e, a sequence of labelled formulas of
the type +∆X q, −∆X q, +∂ X q and −∂ X q, where the proof
conditions defined in the rest of this section hold.



Definition 4 Let D be a normative theory. Let # ∈ {∆,∂}
and X ∈ {O,G}, and P = (P(1), . . . ,P(n)) be a proof in D. A
literal q is #-provable in P if there is a line P(m), 1≤m≤ n,
of P such that either

1. q is a literal and P(m) = +#cq or
2. q is a modal literal or a modal goal X p and P(m) = +#X p

or
3. q is a modal literal or a modal goal ¬X p and P(m) =
−#X p.

A literal q is #-rejected in P if there is a line P(m) of P such
that

1. q is a literal and P(m) =−#cq or
2. q is a modal literal or a modal goal X p and P(m) =−#X p

or
3. q is a modal literal or a modal goal ¬X p and P(m) =

+#X p.

The definition of ∆X , X ∈ {c,O,G} describes just forward
(monotonic) chaining of strict rules2:

+∆X : If P(n+1) = +∆X q then
(1) q ∈ F if X = c or Xq ∈ F or
(2) ∃r ∈ RX

s [q] : ∀a ∈ A(r) a is ∆-provable.

Instead, to reason defeasibly and solve rule conflicts, we
need to state when one rule is stronger than another:

Definition 5 Let D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) be a nor-
mative theory. A rule r prevails over another rules s iff

• G (r) > G (s) or
• r ≺ s and G (s) 6> G (r)

To show that a literal q is defeasibly provable (see the
proof conditions below) with the mode X we have two
choices: (1) We show that q is already definitely provable; or
(2) we need to argue using the defeasible part of a normative
theory D. For this second case, some (sub)conditions must
be satisfied. First, we need to consider possible reasoning
chains in support of ∼q with the mode X , and show that ∼q
is not definitely provable with that mode (2.1 below). Sec-
ond, we require that there must be a strict or defeasible rule
with mode X for q which can be applied (2.2 below). Third,
we must consider the set of all rules which are not known to
be inapplicable and which permit to get∼q with the mode X
(2.3 below). Essentially, each such a rule s attacks the con-
clusion q. For q to be provable, s must be counterattacked by
a rule t for q with the following properties: (i) t must be ap-
plicable, and (ii) t must prevail over s. Thus each attack on
the conclusion q must be counterattacked by a stronger rule.
In other words, r and the rules t form a team (for q) that de-
feats the rules s. Note that in our framework, in addition to
�, also goals can be used to determine the relative strength
of any legal rule in case of conflicts with other rules; the
following definition enables us to handle together goal pref-
erences and the superiority relation �.

2For space reasons, we omit the proof conditions for −∆ and
−∂ . See (Governatori & Rotolo 2008a) for the method to obtain
them.

+∂ X : If P(n+1) = +∂ X q then
(1)+∆X q ∈ P(1..n) or
(2) (2.1) −∆X∼q ∈ P(1..n) and

(2.2) ∃r ∈ RX
sd[q] such that ∀a ∈ A(r) a is ∂ -provable, and

(2.3) ∀s ∈ RX [∼q] either ∃a ∈ A(s) such that a is ∂ -rejected, or
(2.3.1) ∃t ∈ RX [q] such that ∀a ∈ A(r) a is ∂ -provable and

t prevails over s

Definition 6 Given a normative theory D, D ` ±#X l (i.e.,
±#X l is a conclusion of D), where # ∈ {∆,∂} and X ∈
{c,O,G}, iff there is a proof P = (P(1), . . . ,P(n)) in D such
that P(n) =±#X l.

It is worth noting that our logic enjoys nice computational
properties:

Theorem 1 For every normative theory D, the conclusions
of D can be computed in time linear to the size of the theory,
i.e., O(|UD| ∗ |R|), where UD the set of all the atoms and
atomic goals occurring in D.

Proof The proof comes directly from the result provided in
(Governatori & Rotolo 2008b; 2008a). In fact, the current
logic is structurally similar to those presented there.

5. Interpretation: Revising Constitutive Rules
Let us consider a normative theory D and a legal rule r0 :
b1, . . . ,bn ↪→O l in it such that the goal of r0 is g. As infor-
mally discussed before, when we have to assess if ∼l and a
certain set of circumstances H amount to a violation of r0
we have to consider two cases. First, we have ¬l, which, un-
der the circumstances H, undermines the goal g of r0; how-
ever, if the agent did l, this action would still produce ¬g,
thus supporting the view that the case should be excluded
from the applicability range of r0 even though H matches
with b1, . . . ,bn (Lex magis dixit quam voluit). Second, we
have ¬l, which, under the circumstances H, undermines the
goal g of r0; however, if the agent did l, this action would
produce g, thus supporting the view that the case should be
included in the applicability range of r0 even though H does
not match with b1, . . . ,bn (Lex minus dixit quam voluit).

The discussion above requires to formally characterise
those situations where a context and an action or fact ful-
fil a norm and those situations where we undermine the goal
of a norm.

Definition 7 (Rule Fulfilment) Let a context be a set H =
{ f1, . . . , fm} of literals. A normative theory

D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>)

and H fulfil r0 ∈ RO
sd iff, ∀bt ∈ A(r0),

D′ = (F ∪H,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) `+∂ OC(r0)
D′ = (F ∪H,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) `+∂ cbt

and
• D′ ` −∂ cl or D′ `+∂ c¬l when C(r0) is a negative literal
¬l (r0 is a conditional prohibition);

• D′ `+∂ cl when C(r0) is a positive literal l (r0 is a condi-
tional obligation).



Definition 8 (Goal Violation) A normative theory

D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>)

and the context H = { f1, . . . , fm}∪{∼l} violate the goal g
of r0 : a1, . . . ,an ↪→O l ∈ RO

sd iff

(F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) ` −∂ G¬g0
(F ∪H ∪{∼l} ,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) `+∂ G¬g0

Definition 9 Let D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) be a nor-
mative theory. A counts-as reasoning chain C in D for a
literal l is a finite sequence R1, . . . ,Rn where

• Ri ⊆ Rc, 1≤ i≤ n,
• Rn = {a1, . . . ,an ↪→c l| ↪→∈ {→,⇒,;}},
• Rk ⊆ Rc, 1 < k ≤ n, is such that ∀ rk ∈Rk, ∀b ∈ A(rk) :
∃rk−1 ∈Rk−1 : b = C(rk−1).

For all s ∈ Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we will say that s is in C . If a
literal p occurs in the head or the body of any s in C , we
will say that p is in C . We define analogously a goal or an
obligation reasoning chain C in D for a literal l when all
rules in C are in RG or RO, respectively.

We are now ready to formally define the operations of ex-
pansion (Lex minus dixit quam voluit) and contraction (Lex
magis dixit quam voluit) of the applicability conditions of a
norm.

Definition 10 (Rule Expansion) Let

D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>)

be a normative theory, r0 : b1, . . . ,bn ↪→O l ∈ RO be a regu-
lative rule, and H = { f1, . . . , fm} be a context. If

1.
{

bk, . . .bk+ j
}
⊆ A(r0) and, for all bt , k ≤ t ≤ k + j,

(F ∪H,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>) 6`+∂
cbt

2. D and H violate the goal g of r0, and
3. there exist the counts-as reasoning chains Ck, . . .Ck+ j in

D for bk, . . .bk+ j, such that for each f ∈ { f1, . . . , fm}, f is
in Ch, k ≤ h≤ k + j,

then the expansion of the applicability conditions of a reg-
ulative rule r0 with respect to the context H corresponds to
the following operation D∗

bk,...,bk+ j
over D:

D∗
bk,...,bk+ j

= (F,G,R′c,RO,RG,�′,G ,>)

where

R′c =Rc−
{

r′ : d1, . . . ,dn ;c e|r′ is in Ch
}
∪

∪
{

r′ : d1, . . . ,dn ⇒c e
}

�′=(� ∪
{

r′ � s|r′ is in Ch,s ∈ Rc[∼C(r′)]
}
)−

−
{

t � r′|t ∈ Rc[∼C(r′)]
}

• such that D′ = (F ∪ H,G,R′c,RO,RG,�′,G ,>) `
−∂G¬g′, where g′ is the goal of any rule z ∈ RO

sd
applicable in D′ such that g 6> g′.

Definition 11 (Rule Contraction) Let

D = (F,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>)

be a normative theory, r0 : b1, . . . ,bn ↪→O l ∈ RO be a regu-
lative rule, and H = { f1, . . . , fm} be a context. If

1. D and H fulfil r0,
2. D and H violate the goal g of r0,
3. bk ∈ A(r0), such that bk occurs in every goal reasoning

chain C for ¬g in the normative theory

(F ∪H,G,Rc,RO,RG,�,G ,>)

then the contraction of the applicability conditions of a reg-
ulative rule r0 with respect to the context H corresponds to
the following operation D−

bk
over D:

D−
bk

= (F,G,R′c,RO,RG,�′,G ,>)

where

R′c =Rc∪{r : f1, . . . , fm ; ∼bk}
�′ = �− {s� r | r ∈ R′c−Rc}.

• such that D′ = (F ∪ H,G,R′c,RO,RG,�′,G ,>) `
−∂G¬g′, where g′ is the goal of any rule z ∈ RO

sd
applicable in D′ such that g 6> g′.

Example 1 Consider the following normative theory aug-
mented with the context H regarding Mary’s case:

F ={Park, UnprotectedChildrenArea, NarrowSpace}
H ={2 wheels,Transport, ¬Engine}
G ={fast circulation, pedestrian safety}

Rc ={r3 : 2 wheels,Transport ⇒c Bike
r4 : Bike ;c Vehicle
r10 : Transport,¬Engine⇒c ¬Vehicle}

RO ={r2 : Vehicle,Park ⇒O ¬Enter,
r11 : Vehicle,NarrowSpace⇒O ¬Stop}

RG ={r8 : Bike,Park,Enter ⇒G fast circulation
r9 : NarrowSpace(x),UnprotectedChildrenArea(x),

G fast circulation⇒G ¬pedestrian safety
r12 : NarrowSpace,Vehicle⇒G fast circulation
r13 : Bike,Park,¬Enter ⇒G pedestrian safety}

�={r10 � r4}
G ={G (r2) = pedestrian safety,

G (r11) = fast circulation}
>={pedestrian safety > fast circulation}

Suppose Enter holds. This may correspond to a potential
violation of r2. This is not the case, because r2 is not trig-
gered and we do not derive Vehicle. However, we obtain
¬g via r9, i.e., we undermine the goal of r2. Since we have
r4 we can construct a counts-as reasoning chain supporting
Bike, and so we can expand the applicability conditions of
r2. Via r13 we also promote the goal of r2. Doing so, we trig-
ger r12 and promote fast circulation, which is incompatible
with pedestriansafety (via r9). However, pedestrian safety
is more important than fast circulation.



Now, suppose that r4 is

Bike⇒c Vehicle

and pedestrian safety is less important than
fast circulation. We can contract the applicability
conditions of r2 by adding a defeater

2 wheels,Transport¬Engine ;c ¬Bike

and change the superiority to make this defeater stronger
than r3, thus satisfying Definition 11’s requirements.

Note that the operations D∗
bk,...,bk+ j

and D−
bk

introduced in
Definitions 10 and 11 correspond to special cases of AGM
revision and contraction of conclusions in DL (Billington et
al. 1999). Indeed, under some preconditions, expanding the
applicability conditions of a norm amounts to modifying the
rules and the superiority relation even if the negation of one
or more elements in bk, . . . ,bk+ j are derivable in D. How-
ever, due to the sceptical nature of DL, we still do not get
a contradiction. On the other hand, under suitable precon-
ditions, contracting the applicability conditions of a norm
corresponds to preventing the proof of bk. R′c ensures that
if bk has been proven, a defeater with head ¬bk will fire.
(Billington et al. 1999) provided a reformulation within DL
of AGM postulates for revision and contraction: the results
provided there can be extended to our framework
Theorem 2 If preconditions 1, 2, 3 of Definition 10 hold,
D∗

bk,...,bk+ j
satisfies (Billington et al. 1999)’s reformulation

of AGM postulates for revision. If preconditions 1, 2, 3 of
Definition 11 hold, D−

bk
satisfies (Billington et al. 1999)’s

reformulation of AGM postulates for contraction.

6. Related Work and Conclusions
An extensive literature is devoted to legal ontologies (see,
e.g., the survey in (Casanovas 2008)), but it is oriented to de-
velop applications in the field of semantic web and rule inter-
change languages for the legal domain, applications which
are not our primary concern. Also, these approaches usu-
ally fail to deal with the defeasibility and dynamics of legal
concepts. The possibility to model legal and normative on-
tologies via constitutive rules has a solid philosophical back-
grounds (see (Searle 1995; Sartor 2006)). However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no work so far devoted to the
dynamics and revision of constitutive rules, and no proposal
regarding how to model the interpretation of regulative rules
in these terms. The only work which addressed the problem
of the penumbra of legal concepts within a complete theory
of counts-as rules is (Grossi 2007). (Grossi 2007) provides
very complex modal account of counts-as rules. But what
is lacking in that work, too, is that it does not address the
problem of the dynamics of constitutive rules and does not
consider the role of normative goals in determining the ap-
plicability conditions of regulative rules. Thus, we believe
that this paper may indeed contribute to fill a gap in the liter-
ature, as it is almost standard in legal theory the idea that the
goals of regulative rules are decisive in clarifying the scope
of the legal concepts that qualify the applicability conditions
for those rules.
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